We designed a new and versatile family of small autonomous mobile robots. All these robots share a common controller and operating system, both dcvcloped from scratch. The robots are powerful enough to perform simple image processing tasks on-board and in real-time, This enables us to perform a number of research projects for individual mobile robots and for groups ofrobots on these systems.
Introduction
While small, inexpensive mobile robots are an enormous motivation in teaching beginner level lab courses, we found most of then1 insufficient for serious research work. Due to shortcomings in mechanics and electronics, establishing higher level goals in autonomous vehicle guidance is virtually impossible with too simple robots.
Therefore, we decided to devclop a new system from scratch.
Our goal was the development of an cxtmdablc base platform (EyeBut Controller) far a mobile robot system. The system was developed around the key requirements of image processing. It therefore features a digital camera and an LCD graphics display. It should also provide a sufficient number of IIO ports for the connection of various sensors and actuators or any future extensions, While most robot vision systems are either tethered or reinote-controlled [I I, on-board mal-tinic vision is fcasiblc for large and expensive inobilc platfoms. Howcvcr, it seemed very dificult to implement real-time vision on a small and inexpensive system. @Bot is a controlIer for mobile robot systems that accomplishes this goal. It is an 8.6 crn x 8.6 cm board built around the Motorola M68332 microcontroller with a number of input! output ports, connected lo a digital camera and a graphics LCD display. EyeBut has been successfully used in the construction of several wheel-0-7803-5871-6/99/$10.00 0 1999 IEEE driven vehicles, a &legged walking machinc, and a biped walker. It is currently considered for the project of a flying robot.
Fig 1. SoccerBot mohile robots
Although thc controller runs at modcrate speed (35 MBz), it is fast enough to compute basic image operations on R low resolution image in real time. E.g. image acquisition, Sobel edge detection and display on the LCD for a 80 x 60 grayscnle image can be performed at a rate of about 10 frames per second.
EyeBor's graphics LCD is essential for interaction between thc robot and the programmer. He needs to scc the robot's view in order to set camera parameters or orientation. Although the canera provides gray scale images at 6bit and color images at 24bit tit a higher resolution, the display can only show low resolution bIack/whitc images. This is suffxicnt as a feedback to the programmer when running the robot, but not for program dcvelopment, which is done on a workstation using the tool Improv, which we devel- A version of the gnu C-compiler and library has been adapted for EyeBot, so program development can be made in a high level language, using assembly routines for time-critical passages, In addition, R multi-threading schcduler has been developcd, which is essential for robotics applications. The microcontroller's timing processor unit (TPLT) is being used for servo control with pulse width modulation (PWM), for sound synthesis and sound playback, as well as the control of infrared distance sensors.
On top of the operating systcrn, we developed the integrated tool Rock&Roll (robot cansccuction kit and robot locomotion link) [43. This system allows a "click-and-connect" construction of robot control structures. In this data flow model, sensors are sources and actwators are sinks, both representing system-defincd module boxes.
User-defined control boxes can be added, 
Operating System
The operating system RoBIOS (rabat basic input output system) has been written in C plus m68k assembly Ianguage, using the gnu C compiler and assembrer tools [SI. RoBIOS comprises a small real time system with multi-threading, libraries for various U 0 functions, and a number of demonstration applications. As shown in Figure 5 , this strategy has first been designed and tested on the EyeEd simulator Eyesim, before running an the actual robot. Our approach is described in more detail in [7j.
Application: Map Generation
Accuracy and speed are the two major criteria for map generation. Although the quad-tree representation seems to fit both criteria, it was unsuitable for our setup with limited accuracy sensors. Instead, we used the approach of visibilily graphs [8] with configuration space representation. Since the typical environments we are using have only few obstacles and lots of free space, the configuration space representation allows more efficient obstacle mapping then the fiee space representation. The robot starts in one point of its environment, then subsequently drives to each obstacte or wall in its near vicinity and enters it into the map. A grid structure is used for the map's data representation, in order to reduce memory space and smooth the generated map. After an obstacle is encountered, the robot tries to surround it as close as possible, using a variation of the DistBag algorithm 191.
Results ofthe mapping process are shown in Figure 7 . On top the given environment is shown, on the bottom the generated map. Analysis of thc rcsults shows that thc position error is within 20% of the robot's size. This is a very good result considering the robot's low-precision infrared sensors. The algorithm does not make any assumptions about straight walls or right angle corners. If our environment was restricted to these two assumptions, even more accurate maps could be generated. We constructed two biped walking robots as a challenge. In order to keep cost low, we used servos instead of higher quality DC motors. Each android walker has four infrared proximity sensors in its feet (as feedback for surface contact) and two acceleration sensors in its upper body (as feedback for balancing and body attitude).
Balancing is the fundamental problem that had to be solved first by a feedback loop with active control. After that we exnmined different walking strategies. We have consiructed ~1 numbcr of leggcd robots over the years. These were mostly six-legged robots (sec Figure 10) 
